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Abstract|We show that the family of maximal

xed-cost (MFC) codes,
with codeword costs de ned in a right-cancellative semigroup, are rectangular, and hence admit biproper trellis presentations. Among all possible
trellis presentations for a rectangular code, biproper trellises minimize a
wide variety of complexity measures, including the Viterbi decoding complexity. Examples of MFC codes include such \nonlinear" codes as permutation codes, shells of constant norm in the integer lattice, and linear
codes over a nite eld. The intersection of two rectangular codes is another rectangular code; therefore \nonlinear" codes such as lattice shells
or words of constant weight in a linear code have biproper trellis presentations. We show that every rectangular code can be interpreted as an MFC
code. Applications of these results include error detection, trellis-based
indexing, and soft-decision decoding.
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I Introduction
A biproper trellis presentation for a block code C is one in which both the set of edges
incident from any trellis vertex and the set of edges incident to any trellis vertex are labelled
distinctly. Not all codes have biproper trellis presentations [1]; however, when a code has
such a trellis presentation, the fortunate circumstance arises in which the biproper trellis
simultaneously minimizes the vertex count at each time index, the edge count in each
trellis section, and the overall Viterbi decoding complexity (Theorem 4). Furthermore, the
biproper trellis presentation is unique (up to graph isomorphism), the trellis is one-to-one,
and subtrellises are also biproper. A code admits a biproper trellis presentation if and only
if it is rectangular. In the language of dynamical systems theory [2, 3], every rectangular
code has a well-de ned and unique minimal state realization.
Trellises were introduced in the coding theory literature by Forney [4] as a means of
describing the Viterbi algorithm for decoding convolutional codes. Bahl, et al. [5] showed
that block codes, too, can be described by a trellis, and Wolf [6] proposed the use of the
Viterbi algorithm for trellis-based soft-decision decoding of block codes. Massey [7] gave
a graph-theoretic de nition of a block trellis and an alternative construction for minimal
trellises. Forney's celebrated paper [8] showed that group codes, including linear codes and
lattices, have a well de ned trellis structure. Forney's paper sparked a urry of activity
in this area (see, e.g., [9] for a list of references), including some of the papers included in
this special issue. Much of this work (for example [2]), is motivated by the fact that group
codes|and linear codes in particular|are rectangular and hence have a well-de ned and
unique (biproper) minimal trellis.
The purpose of this paper is to show that the codes in the wider class of maximal
xed-cost codes (MFC codes) are also rectangular. Such \nonlinear" codes as permutation
codes and shells of the integer lattice in any dimension are MFC codes, as are, of course,
ordinary linear codes over a nite eld. Since the intersection of two rectangular codes is a
rectangular code, the constant weight subcodes of a linear code and the xed-norm shells
in a lattice also have biproper trellis presentations.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we brie y review some of the relevant
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background terminology, and describes a criterion for vertex mergeability in a trellis. In
Section III we describe some of the important properties of biproper trellises, including
minimality and uniqueness. Among all possible trellis presentations for a rectangular
code, the biproper trellis minimizes a variety of trellis complexity measures, including edge
count, vertex count, and Viterbi decoding complexity.
In Section IV, which contains the main results of this paper, we introduce the notion
of a cost framework, and de ne an MFC code with respect to a given cost framework. We
show not only that every MFC code is rectangular, but that every rectangular code is an
MFC code with respect to some cost framework. Examples are given of MFC codes that
include linear codes over a nite eld, permutation codes, lattice shells of xed norm, and
constant-weight subcodes of a linear code.
In Section V we show that the minimal trellis for an MFC code can be constructed as
a subtrellis of the complete cost trellis for a given cost framework, generalizing to MFC
codes the trellis-construction method of [5, 6].
Finally, Section VI gives some concluding remarks, including a brief discussion of some
of the applications of these results.

II Minimal Trellises
A Terminology
Throughout this paper, for integers a and b, we let [a; b] denote the set fa; a + 1; : : :; bg,
which is taken to be empty if a > b. The cardinality of a nite set X is denoted as jX j.
The following terminology is fairly standard in graph theory.
An edge-labeled digraph is a triple (V; E; A), where V is a set of vertices, A is a set
(or \alphabet") of edge labels, and E  V  A  V is a set of directed edges. An edge
e = (v; a; v0) 2 E is said to have initial vertex i(e) = v, nal vertex f (e) = v0, and label
`(e) = a. An edge (v; a; v0) is said to be incident from v and incident to v0. The set of
edges incident to a vertex v is denoted Ein(v) and the set of edges incident from a vertex
v is denoted Eout(v). The in-degree of v is jEin(v)j and the out-degree of v is jEout(v)j.
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We say that two edge-labeled digraphs G = (V; E; A) and G0 = (V 0; E 0; A) are are
isomorphic and write G 
= G0 if there exists a bijection g : V ! V 0 such that (v1; a; v2) 2 E
if and only if (g(v1); a; g(v2)) 2 E 0.
A path p of length j from a vertex u to a vertex v in an edge-labeled digraph is a
sequence p = fe1; e2; : : : ; ej g of edges with i(e1) = u, f (ej ) = v, and f (ei) = i(ei+1) for all
i 2 [1; j ? 1]. If, for some i, an edge ei 2 p is incident to or from a vertex v, then p is said
to pass through v. A path p = fe1; e2; : : : ; ej g has label string `(p) def
= `(e1)`(e2)    `(ej ).
Associated with each vertex v is the empty path of length zero from v to itself. If p is an
empty path, then `(p) =  is the empty string. A cycle is a path of nonzero length from a
vertex to itself.
We denote the concatenation of label strings x and y by juxtaposition. Of course
x = x = x for any label string x. If C is a collection of label strings, and xy 2 C , we
say x is followed by y in C , or y follows x in C . For sets of label strings X and Y , let
XY = fxy : x 2 X; y 2 Y g. The set XY is said to have \product form."

B Block Trellises
The following de nition generalizes the de nition of a trellis given in [1], which in turn was
based on the trellis de nitions of [7, 10].

De nition. A trellis is an edge-labeled digraph T = (V; E; A) with the property that,
given any two vertices v; v0 2 V , if there is a path of length n from v to v0 in T , then every
path from v to v0 in T has length n.

A sub-trellis is a subgraph of a trellis.
In a (block) trellis, it is usual to designate two special vertices: the root, r, and the
goal, g . In such a trellis, a vertex v with the property that there is a path from r to v
and also a path from v to g is said to be essential with respect to (r; g). If every vertex is
essential with respect to (r; g), then the trellis is said to be reduced with respect to (r; g).
Let T (r; g) denote the sub-trellis obtained from a trellis T by removing all vertices that
are not essential with respect to (r; g) (and all edges incident to such vertices). Clearly
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T (r; g) is reduced with respect to (r; g), and T itself is reduced with respect to (r; g) if and
only if T = T (r; g). In this paper we will deal mainly with reduced trellises, although in
Section V we construct reduced trellises as sub-trellises of certain unreduced trellises.
The digraph obtained by reversing the direction of all edges in a trellis T is also a trellis,
called the reverse trellis T R. If T is reduced with respect to (r; g), then T R is reduced with
respect to (g; r).
By de nition, the length of any path in T (r; g) from r to a given trellis vertex v is the
same for any path from r to v; this number is called the depth of v, and is denoted d(v).
By convention, and since r is reached by the empty path from r, d(r) = 0. By de nition,
for a trellis of length n, d(g) = n. For i 2 [0; n], we let Vi def
= fv 2 V : d(v) = ig be the set
of vertices at depth i in T .
Because the length of every path between two vertices is xed, a trellis can have no
cycles. In a reduced trellis (V; E; A) of length n, every edge e incident from a vertex at depth
i, say, must be incident to a vertex at depth i + 1; i.e., for all e 2 E , d(f (e)) = d(i(e)) + 1.
S
For i 2 [1; n], we let Ei def
= v2V Ein(v) be the set of edges incident to the vertices at depth
i. The set of edges Ei is sometimes referred to as the ith trellis section.
For a xed vertex v in a reduced trellis T (r; g), de ne
i

P (v) = f`(p) : p is a path from r to vg
and

F (v) = f`(p) : p is a path from v to gg
to be, respectively, the past and future of v. Then P (r) = F (g) = fg, while F (r) = P (g)
is the set of label strings of all paths from the root to the goal. For a length n trellis T (r; g)
with label alphabet A, F (r) is a block code of length n over A, usually denoted as C (T ).
The code C (T ) is said to have trellis presentation T .
In a length n reduced trellis T with vertex set V , for every depth d 2 [0; n], we have
C (T ) =

[

v2Vd

P (v)F (v):

(1)

In words, a reduced trellis T provides a cover for C (T ) as a union of product-form subsets at
each trellis depth. A given vertex v is said to cover the elements of the subcode P (v)F (v).
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Of course, a given codeword may, in general, be covered by more than one vertex at a
given trellis depth.
It is convenient to extend this temporal \past/future" language to codes. For a length
n code C over an alphabet A, and for d 2 [0; n], a codeword c = a1a2    an 2 C is
said to have past Pd(c) = a1    ad and future Fd(c) = ad+1    an, where, by convention,
P0(c) = Fn(c) = . At depth d, the code C has past Pd (C ) = fPd (c) : c 2 C g and future
Fd(C ) = fFd(c) : c 2 C g. Indeed, for a xed d, C  Pd (C )Fd(C ), so C can be considered
to be a code of length two over the alphabet Pd(C ) [ Fd(C ), a viewpoint introduced in [2].
Of course, the usual problem is not to nd C (T ) given T , but rather, given C , to
nd a trellis presentation T with C (T ) = C . In this paper, we consider only nite block
codes, and, consequently, nite trellises. In so doing, we avoid certain diculties (such as
a potential lack of completeness [2, 3, 11, 12]) that arise with sequence codes.
Every block code C has a reduced trellis presentation, i.e., there exists a reduced
trellis T with C (T ) = C . For example, the \trivial trellis" [3] for a code C of length
n has exactly jC j \parallel" paths from r to g, in which, for 0 < i < n, jVij = jC j
and jEin(v)j = jEout(v)j = 1 for all v 2 Vi . In general, a code may have many trellis
presentations. We shall be interested in \minimal" trellis presentations.

C Vertex Mergeability
A pair fv; v0g of vertices in a reduced trellis T is said to be mergeable if v 6= v0 and

P (v)F (v0) [ P (v0)F (v)  C (T ):
In other words, a pair of trellis vertices is mergeable if concatenating the past of one with
the future of the other produces no strings that are not codewords. If fv; v0g is a mergeable
pair, then necessarily d(v) = d(v0).
A pair of mergeable vertices in a trellis can be combined to yield a \smaller" trellis
for the same code. Let fv; v0g be a mergeable pair in a reduced trellis T = (V; E; A) and
introduce a vertex v not in V . Let V 0 = (V nfv; v0g) [fvg and de ne the map m : V ! V 0
by m(x) = x if x 62 fv; v0g and m(v) = m(v0) = v. De ne E 0  V 0  A  V 0 as the image
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of E under the map which sends (x; a; y) to (m(x); a; m(y)). Let T 0 = (V 0; E 0; A); then T 0
is smaller than T in the sense that jV 0j = jV j ? 1 and jE 0j  jE j.
To see that C (T 0) = C (T ) we note that in T 0, P (v) = P (v) [ P (v0) and F (v) =
F (v) [ F (v0), hence

P (v)F (v) = P (v)F (v) [ P (v)F (v0) [ P (v0)F (v) [ P (v0)F (v0):

(2)

Combining (1) with (2) we observe that

C (T 0) =

[

v2Vd

P (v)F (v)

0

= P (v)F (v0) [ P (v0)F (v) [

[
v2Vd

P (v)F (v)

= P (v)F (v0) [ P (v0)F (v) [ C (T )
= C (T )
where the last equality follows from the de nition of mergeability. Thus, both T and T 0
are trellis presentations for the same code.
Remark: One might de ne a \local mergeability" property as follows. De ne two
trellis vertices v and v0 in a reduced trellis to be locally mergeable if v 6= v0 and

P (v)F (v0) [ P (v0)F (v)  P (v)F (v) [ P (v0)F (v0):
In words, v and v0 are locally mergeable if concatenating the past of one with the future of
the other produces no strings not already covered by the two vertices separately. Equivalently, v and v0 are locally mergeable if they are distinct and one of the following conditions
holds: (a) P (v) = P (v0); or (b) F (v) = F (v0); or (c) P (v)  P (v0) and F (v)  F (v0); or
(d) P (v0)  P (v) and F (v0)  F (v). Testing for local mergeability requires an examination
only of the past and future of v and v0, and not of the complete set of codewords. Local
mergeability implies mergeability, but the converse is not true. Fig. 1 shows a trellis with
no locally mergeable vertices, but in which any pair of vertices at depth one is mergeable.
This example shows that examining the past and future of two vertices without reference
to the entire set of codewords is insucient to determine mergeability of the two vertices.
(End of Remark.)
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Figure 1: A nonminimal trellis with no locally mergeable vertices.
The notion of mergeability induces a partial ordering among the reduced trellises (or,
more precisely, among the equivalence classes of isomorphic trellises) that represent a given
code. We write T 0 4 T if C (T 0) = C (T ) and T 0 is isomorphic to any trellis that can be
obtained from T via a (possibly empty) sequence of vertex mergings. A reduced trellis T
for which T 0 4 T implies T 0 
= T , i.e., an element that is minimal in this partial ordering,
is said to be a minimal trellis. Clearly a reduced trellis is minimal if and only if it contains
no mergeable pairs.
In general, a code may have more than one minimal trellis presentation. It is important
to note that a minimal trellis may not minimize the number of vertices in the trellis. In
other words, some minimal trellis presentations may be more economical (in terms of vertex
count) than others. (See, for example, Fig. 2 of [10]). The reader should note that our
use of the term \minimal" di ers from some of the previous work on block code trellises
(e.g., [10]), in which minimality is de ned in terms of trellis vertex count, but our usage is
consistent with notions of minimality in systems theory (e.g., [3, 12]).

III Codes with Unique Minimal Trellises
A Rectangular Codes
Recall that a code C has past Pt(C ) and future Ft(C ) at depth t. A code C of length
n > 1 is said to be rectangular if, for all t 2 [1; n ? 1],

fac; ad; bcg  C implies bd 2 C
for all possible choices of a; b 2 Pt(C ) and c; d 2 Ft(C ).
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(3)

We view (3) as a \rectangular closure" property that requires all possible rectangles of
codewords in the past/future array [1] of a rectangular code to be \ lled in" as in Fig. 2.
As we shall see, rectangular codes are precisely those codes that admit a unique minimal
trellis presentation.
Ft
Pt c d
a  

b 



Figure 2: In a rectangular code, the presence of codewords corresponding to a ` ' imply the

existence of the codeword corresponding to the ` ', so that all rectangles in the past/future
array can be \ lled in" as illustrated.

Example 1 Let C be a group code [2] (i.e., a subgroup of a direct product of symbol

groups) regarded as a block code of length two, in which the coordinate p (resp., f ) of
a codeword (p; f ) represents the entire past (resp., future) of that codeword. Suppose
c1 = (a; d), c2 = (a; c), and c3 = (b; c) are codewords. As C is a group, the combination
c1c?2 1c3 = (a; d)(a?1; c?1)(b; c) = (b; d) must be a codeword. Since the split into past and
future can be done at an arbitrary depth, this example shows that every group code|and
in particular every linear code|is rectangular.
A rectangular code C has the important property that in any reduced trellis presentation for C , if two trellis vertices have a past or future in common, then the vertices are
mergeable. More precisely, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 1 In any reduced trellis T with C (T ) rectangular, if v and v0 are distinct trellis
vertices with P (v) \ P (v0) =
6 ; or F (v) \ F (v0) =6 ;, then fv; v0g is a mergeable pair.
Proof. Suppose two vertices v and v 0 have a future z in common, i.e., z 2 F (v) \ F (v 0).
Arbitrarily choose u 2 P (v), w 2 P (v0), x 2 F (v), and y 2 F (v0) as illustrated in Fig. 3.
Now since fux; uz; wzg  C (T ) and C (T ) is rectangular, we have wx 2 C (T ). Since
w and x are chosen arbitrarily, we conclude that (a) P (v0)F (v)  C . Similarly, since
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Figure 3: A portion of a trellis.

fwy; wz; uzg  C (T ) we have uy 2 C (T ); hence we conclude that (b) P (v)F (v0)  C .
Together, (a) and (b) imply that fv; v0g is a mergeable pair. The case where v and v0 have
a past in common can be proved similarly, or by applying the same argument to T R and
then reversing trellis edges.

B Biproper Trellises
A trellis T is said to be proper if the directed edges incident from any trellis vertex are
labeled distinctly. In other words, T is proper if, for all distinct edges e1 and e2 of T with
i(e1) = i(e2), we have `(e1) 6= `(e2). A trellis is said to be co-proper if the reverse trellis
T R is proper. A trellis that is both proper and co-proper is said to be biproper. Of course,
if T is biproper, so is T R. If T is proper, co-proper, or biproper, then any sub-trellis of T
is proper, co-proper, or biproper, respectively.
A proper trellis T of length n with root vertex r is \deterministic" in the sense that, for
every d 2 [0; n] and for every codeword past s 2 Pd [C (T )], there is precisely one path p in
T from r to a vertex at depth d with `(p) = s. Indeed, if s = a1a2    ad, then in T there is
precisely one edge incident from r to a vertex v1 with label a1, precisely one edge incident
from v1 to a vertex v2 with label a2, etc., and this collection of edges uniquely determines
p. We denote by v(s) the unique vertex at depth d in the proper trellis T reached by p.
If T is a co-proper trellis, then T R is proper and hence deterministic. Applying the
argument of the previous paragraph to T R and then reversing edges shows that in a coproper trellis T of length n with goal vertex g, for every d 2 [0; n] and for every codeword
future s 2 Fd[C (T )], there is precisely one path p in T from a vertex at depth d to g with
`(p) = s. We denote by v(s) the unique vertex at depth d in the co-proper trellis T from
which p starts. We will sometimes say that a co-proper trellis is \co-deterministic."
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We use the fact that a biproper trellis is simultaneously deterministic and co-deterministic
to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2 A reduced biproper trellis is minimal.
Proof. Let T = T (r; g) be a reduced biproper trellis, and suppose T contains a mergeable pair fv; v0g. Let p be a path from r to v and let f be a path from v0 to g. Since
T is deterministic, there is exactly one path from r with label string `(p), and this path
must end at v. Similarly, since T is co-deterministic, there is exactly one path ending
at g with label string `(f ), and this path must start at v0. Since v 6= v0, it follows that
`(p)`(f ) 62 C (T ), but this contradicts the mergeability of the pair fv; v0g.
The term \proper trellis" is due to Muder [10]. A proper trellis is \deterministic," \instantaneously invertible," \right-resolving," or \uni lar"|see the multilingual dictionary
[13]. Just as every nite state automaton is equivalent to a unique minimal deterministic
nite state automaton (Myhill-Nerode theorem) every block code has a unique1 minimal
proper trellis presentation [10]. Applying this result to the reverse code and then reversing
trellis edges shows that every block code also has a unique minimal co-proper trellis presentation. The minimal proper trellis presentation is sometimes called the \past-induced
canonical realization" [3, 11, 13]. Similarly, the unique minimal co-proper trellis presentation is sometimes called the \future-induced canonical realization."
In general, the minimal proper and co-proper trellis presentations are distinct, as shown
schematically in the poset diagram of Fig. 4(a). (In Fig. 4, the vertices represent trellis
presentations for the same code C ; an edge connects a vertex T to a vertex T 0 below T if
and only if T 0 is isomorphic to a trellis that can be obtained from T by merging two trellis
vertices.) However, when the minimal proper and co-proper trellis presentations coincide
(forming a biproper trellis), the remarkable situation illustrated in Fig. 4(b) arises, in which
the biproper trellis is the unique minimal trellis presentation for the given code, which must
be rectangular. This situation is stated precisely in the following theorem.

Theorem 3 For a block code C , the following are equivalent.
1

Throughout this paper, uniqueness means uniqueness up to isomorphism.
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Figure 4: Schematic poset diagram on trellises induced by the partial order relation 4 (a) in
the general case, (b) in the case that a biproper trellis exists.

1. C has a reduced biproper trellis presentation;
2. C is rectangular;
3. C has a unique minimal trellis presentation.
Proof. Suppose C has a reduced biproper trellis presentation T (r; g) of length n > 1
and suppose for xed t 2 [1; n ? 1] that fac; ad; bcg  C for a; b 2 Pt(C ) and c; d 2 Ft(C ).
Since T is biproper, codeword pasts a and b and codeword futures c and d determine
unique vertices v(a), v(b), v(c), and v(d) at depth t in T . However, since ac 2 C we have
v(a) = v(c). Similarly, since ad 2 C , v(a) = v(d), and since bc 2 C , v(b) = v(c). We
conclude that v(b) = v(d), hence bd 2 C , so C is rectangular. Thus (1) implies (2).
Now suppose C is rectangular. If T is a minimal trellis for C that is not co-proper,
then there are two edges (v; a; v00) and (v0; a; v00) with the same label incident on the same
vertex v00 in T . Let z be an arbitrary element of F (v00). Then v and v0 have the future az in
common, and so fv; v0g is a mergeable pair by Theorem 1, contradicting the minimality of
T . Hence every minimal trellis for C must be co-proper. However, the minimal co-proper
trellis presentation for C is unique. Hence C has a unique minimal trellis, i.e., (2) implies
(3).
Suppose C has a unique minimal trellis presentation T . Since T is unique, T is both
the minimal proper trellis and the minimal co-proper trellis; hence T is biproper. Thus (3)
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implies (1).
Since the biproper trellis presentation (T , say) is the unique minimal trellis presentation for a rectangular code C , this trellis presentation can be obtained by a sequence of
vertex merging operations starting from any trellis presentation T for C . In other words,
if T is any trellis with C (T ) = C (T ) then T  4 T , so T  is a least element in the set of
trellises partially ordered by 4, as shown schematically in Fig. 4(b).
In the terminology of Willems [3], a biproper trellis is a realization that is both pastinduced and future-induced. From the equivalent conditions following Theorem 2.2 of
[3], it follows that this realization is the unique minimal realization. (Willems' various
equivalent conditions|all of which are equivalent to the conditions of Theorem 3|are
nicely summarized by Forney and Trott [2, p. 1500].)

C Minimality of Trellis Complexity
The following theorem shows that, among all trellis presentations for a rectangular code, the
biproper trellis presentation minimizes a wide variety of structural complexity measures.

Theorem 4 Let T  be a reduced biproper trellis of length n, and let T be any trellis with

C (T ) = C (T ). Then
(a) 8t 2 [0; n]; jVtj  jVtj; (d) 8d 2 [1; n]; jEdj  jEdj;
(b) jV j  jV j;
(e) jE j  jE j;

(c) maxt jVt j  maxt jVtj; (f) maxd jEdj  maxd jEdj;
(g) jE j ? jV j  jE j ? jV j.
If any one of inequalities (a), (b), (d), or (e) is achieved with equality, then T 
= T  and
all the inequalities (a){(g) are achieved with equality.

Proof. See [14] (this issue).
McEliece [9] has shown that the Viterbi algorithm can be used to compute \ ows" on
a reduced trellis T = (V; E; A), and that the computation requires jE j \multiplications"
and jE j ? jV j + 1 \additions" in a certain semiring. For maximum-likelihood decoding in
the Gaussian channel, these semiring \multiplications" and \additions" correspond to real
number additions and comparisons, respectively. If we de ne the total Viterbi decoding
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complexity as 2jE j ? jV j + 1, Theorem 4 implies that a biproper trellis T  has smaller
Viterbi decoding complexity than any other trellis presentation for the same code, with
equality achieved only by a trellis isomorphic to T . Thus, in terms of Viterbi decoding
complexity as de ned, the biproper trellis is the \best" trellis to use for decoding.

IV Maximal Fixed-Cost Codes
The results of the previous section show that every rectangular code is distinguished by
the fact that it admits a unique minimal (biproper) trellis presentation, that not only
is minimal with respect to vertex mergeability, but also is minimal with respect to a
wide variety of structural complexity measures, including Viterbi decoding complexity.
Fortunately, as seen in Example 1, most block codes used in practice, including all linear
codes, are rectangular.
In this section we introduce the concept of a \cost framework," which is used to de ne
the class of maximal xed-cost (MFC) codes. Our main result is that the MFC codes are
rectangular, and include many interesting and useful \nonlinear" codes. Furthermore, we
show that MFC codes \capture" the class of rectangular codes in the sense that every
rectangular code can be interpreted as an MFC code with respect to some cost framework.
To illustrate the main points, we will keep a simple running example: the familiar case
of a linear block code. As we shall see, trellis construction for MFC codes is a generalization
of the BCJR/Wolf [5, 6] construction for linear block codes.

A Cost Frameworks
We begin by de ning a time-varying \cost function" on the symbol alphabet over which
the code is de ned. The notion of \cost" here is quite general: symbol costs are required
only to be elements of a right-cancellative semigroup.
Recall that a semigroup (S; ) is a set S together with an associative binary operation
 : S  S ! S . The semigroup (S; ) is said to be right-cancellative if a  x = b  x implies
a = b for all a; b; x 2 S . We usually denote a semigroup (S; ) simply by S .
14

Let  be a product A1  A2      An of symbol alphabets. We view Ai as the symbol
alphabet at position i. We usually take A1 = A2 =    = An, but this is not required.
Let S be a right-cancellative semigroup with binary operation . Let  = (1; : : : ; n )
be a collection of \cost functions" i : Ai ! S that associate an element of S with each
symbol ai 2 Ai. Even if A1 = A2 =    = An, it is not necessary that i (a) = j (a) for
i 6= j . For this reason, we think of the cost function as being \time-varying."

Example 2 Let A1 = A2 =    = An = F2 , where F2 denotes the nite eld with two
elements. Then  is the set of binary n-tuples. Let H = [h1; h2; : : :; hn ] be the r  n

parity-check matrix for a binary linear code of length n. We take S to be the set of
binary (column) vectors of length r, under binary vector addition. For ai 2 Ai, we de ne
i(ai) = ai  hi .
De ne the \cost" (a1; : : : ; an) of an n-tuple in  as the product (in S ) of coordinate
costs, i.e.,
(a1; a2; : : :; an) = 1 (a1)  2(a2)      n (an);
where ai 2 Ai for i 2 [1; n]. Similarly, for a xed partition at depth d of an element of 
into past p = (a1; : : :; ad) and future f = (ad+1; : : :; an), de ne (p) = 1(a1)      i (ad)
and (f ) = d+1 (ad+1)      n (an).
We call the triple  = (; ; S ) that collects together these elements a cost framework.

Example 2 (continued). The \cost" associated with a binary n-tuple a = (a1; : : :; an) is
(a) =

n
X
i=1

ai  hi = H aT ;

namely, the syndrome associated with a given by the parity-check matrix H .

B Maximal Fixed Cost Codes
De nition. Let  = (; ; S ) be a cost framework. For a xed cost s 2 S , de ne the
maximal xed-cost code M(s) = fa 2  : (a) = sg to be the set of all possible elements
of  achieving cost s.
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Note that every element of M(s) achieves the same cost s (hence M(s) is \ xed-cost")
and every element of  achieving that cost is included (hence M(s) is \maximal").

Example 2 (continued). Let 0 denote the zero column vector of length r. Then, with  as
de ned in this running example, M(0) is the binary linear block code C with parity-check
matrix H . For a nonzero r-tuple s, M(s) is the coset of C with syndrome s.
The main motivation for introducing the class of MFC codes is the following theorem,
which follows trivially from the right-cancellation property of S , and the de nition of MFC
codes.

Theorem 5 Every MFC code M(s) is rectangular.
Proof. For partition at depth t of codewords into past and future, let (a; d), (a; c),
and (b; c) be codewords in M(s), where a; b 2 Pt(M(s)) and c; d 2 Ft(M(s)). Then
(a)(c) = (b)(c). By right-cancellation, (a) = (b); therefore, (a)(d) = (b)(d) =
s. Since (b; d) = s, and M(s) is maximal, (b; d) is a codeword, and hence M(s) is
rectangular.
The converse is also true, i.e., every rectangular code is an MFC code. More precisely,
we have the following theorem, which is proved in Appendix A.

Theorem 6 For every rectangular code C there exists a cost framework  = (; ; S )
with right-cancellative semigroup S and an element s 2 S , so that C = M(s).
When dealing with a given cost framework , we will usually suppress the subscript
`' and write M (s) for the MFC code having cost s.

C Examples
We now show that a wide variety of interesting and useful codes are examples of maximal
xed-cost codes; hence they are rectangular and admit a unique minimal (biproper) trellis
presentation.
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Example 2 (continued.) (Linear Codes) Of course, our running example can be extended
to all linear codes. Let Ai = Fq , let H = [h1; : : :; hn ] be an r  n matrix with columns

hi having entries from Fq , and let S = Frq be the vector space of r-tuples over Fq . For
i 2 [1; n], de ne i(x) = x  hi. Then (a) = H aT is the syndrome associated with a, and
M (0), the set of n-tuples achieving zero syndrome, is the linear code with parity-check
matrix H .

Example 3 (Fixed-Weight Words) Let Ai = f0; 1g, let S = N0 be the non-negative integers under addition, and de ne i by i(0) = 0; i(1) = 1. Then, for any block length n,
M (w) is the set of binary n-tuples of Hamming weight w. This example is a special case
of the next one.

Example 4 (Permutation Codes) For all i  1, let Ai = fa1; : : : ; acg, and let S = Nc0 , the

direct product of c copies of N0 . De ne i by i(ai) = ei = (0; : : :; 0; 1; 0; : : : ; 0) where
ei is the unit vector nonzero only in coordinate i. Then M (m1; : : : ; mc) is the (Variant
I) permutation code [15] obtained by permuting the coordinates of the vector of \shape"
(am1 1 ; : : : ; amc ) in all possible ways, where ami denotes the mi-tuple (ai; ai; : : :; ai).
If the alphabet is extended so that Ai = fa1; : : : ; acg, and i(ai) = ei, then
M (m1; : : :; mc) is the Variant II permutation code, in which arbitrary coordinate sign
changes are permitted, in addition to coordinate permutations.
c

i

Example 5 (Lattice Shells) Let Ai = Z, let S =

and, for all i  1, de ne i by
i(x) = x2. Then, for any block length n, M (w) is the set of integer n-tuples of squared
norm w, i.e., a shell in the integer lattice Zn.
More generally, for all i  1, let i : Z ! R be any real \per-letter cost" function.
Then, for any block length n, M (w) is the integer lattice shell attaining total cost w. In
particular, choosing i(x) = jxjp shows that, for any p, the integer lattice shell with respect
to the Lp norm is rectangular.
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N0 ,

D Product Cost Frameworks
Let (; ; S ) and 0(; 0; S 0) be two cost frameworks with the same alphabet set  =
A1      An, with  = (1; : : : ; n) and 0 = (01; : : : ; 0n). The product cost framework
  0 is de ned as   0 = (;   0; S  S 0) where   0 = (1  01; : : : ; n  0n ) with
i  0i : Ai ! S  S 0 de ned by a 7! (i(a); 0i(a)).
If M(s) and M (s0) are MFC codes with respect to cost frameworks  and 0, respectively, then it is easy to see that
M(s) \ M (s0) = M (s; s0):
In other words, the intersection of two MFC codes with respect to two di erent cost
frameworks over the same alphabet is an MFC code with respect to the product of the
cost frameworks.
0

0

0

Example 6 (Fixed Weight Subcodes) Combining Example 2 with Example 3 shows that
a xed weight subcode of a linear code is an MFC code, and hence is rectangular.

V Trellis Construction for MFC Codes
In this section, we show that the minimal trellis for an MFC code can be constructed as
a subtrellis of an unreduced trellis called the \complete cost trellis" associated with the
given cost framework.

A Complete Cost Trellises
Let  = (; ; S ) be a cost framework, with  = A1      An, and  = (1; : : :; n ). If
S does not contain an identity element, adjoin an element `1' to S with the property that
1s = s1 = s for all s 2 S , and let S 1 denote the monoid (i.e., semigroup with identity) so
obtained. If S contains an identity, denote the identity by `1' and let S 1 = S .
The complete cost trellis for the cost framework  is constructed as follows. Let S0 =
f1g, and, for d 2 [1; n], let
Sd = fs 2 S : (a1; a2; : : : ; ad) = s for some (a1; a2; : : :; ad) 2 Pd ()g
18

be the set of all possible \intermediate" costs achievable by strings of length d from Pd().
At each depth d 2 [0; n], we wish to associate a distinct trellis vertex with each distinct
element of Sd. To accomplish this, we de ne the map vd : Sd ! Sd  [0; n] by vd(s) = (s; d).
Observe that vd simply \tags" each cost with the corresponding depth d. We take Vd , the
set of vertices at depth d, as Vd = vd(Sd ), the image of Sd under this map, i.e., as the set
of costs with \tag" d. Overloading the symbol  still further, for d 2 [0; n], we de ne the
map  : Vd ! S by (s; d) = s; then for a vertex v 2 Vd , (v) denotes the intermediate
cost associated with v.
For d 2 [1; n], let

Ed = f(v; a; v0) 2 Vd?1  Ad  Vd : (v)d(a) = (v0)g:
This set of edges connects a vertex v at depth d ? 1 having cost (v) to a vertex v0 at
depth d having cost (v0) by an edge with label a if and only if (v)d(a) = (v0).
Let V = [nd=0 Vd, E = [nd=1Ed , and A = [ni=d Ad. The trellis T = (V; E; A) is the
complete cost trellis for the cost framework . Note that the complete cost trellis is a
trellis for the partition of all possible sequences of length n into same-cost equivalence
classes. Similarly, the trellis up do depth d is a trellis for the partition of the sequences of
length d into same-cost equivalence classes.

Example 7 (Linear Codes) As in Section C, Example 2, let
H = [2h1; : : : ; h7]
3
1 1 1 1 0 0 0
= 41 1 0 0 1 1 05
1 0 1 0 1 0 1
be a parity check matrix for a (7,4) Hamming code. Take Ai = F2 , S = F32 , and i (x) =
x  hi. Fig. 5 shows the complete cost trellis for this framework.

Example 8 (Fixed Weight Words) As in Section C, Example 3, let n = 7, Ai = f0; 1g,
S = Z, and take i(0) = 0, i(1) = 1. Fig. 6 shows the complete cost trellis for this
framework.
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Example 9 (Permutation Codes) As in Section C, Example 4, let Ai = fa; b; cg, and

S = (N0 )3. For all i, de ne i (a) = (1; 0; 0), i(b) = (0; 1; 0), and i(c) = (0; 0; 1). Fig. 7
shows the complete cost trellis for this framework for lengths up to n = 4. Setting g to a
vertex labeled (i; j; k) yields a trellis for the Type I permutation code of length i + j + k
with \shape" (ai; bj ; ck ).

Example 10 (Lattice Shells) As in Section C, Example 5, let n = 4, Ai = Z, S = N0, and

i(x) = x2. Fig. 8 shows a portion of the complete cost trellis for this framework.
Remark. Each vertex v in Fig. 8 is labeled with jP (v)j. Reading o these labels from
bottom to top at any xed trellis depth d yields the theta series coecients [16] for the
integer lattice in d dimensions. For example, Z2(q) = 1 + 4q + 4q2 + 0q3 + 4q4 +   .

Theorem 7 A complete cost trellis is biproper.
Proof. By construction, T is proper, because for any v 2 Vi?1 , and any a 2 Ai , the
only edge labeled a incident from v is incident to vi((v)i(a)). In fact T is also co-proper,
since if (v0; a; v) and (v00; a; v) are edges incident on v 2 Vi , we have (v) = (v0)i (a) =
(v00)i(a); hence by right-cancellation in S , (v0) = (v00), and since v0 and v00 are at the
same depth in T , we must have v0 = v00.

B Extracting the Minimal Trellis for an MFC Code
Every subtrellis of a biproper trellis is biproper. Let r = (1; 0) be the unique vertex at
depth zero in the complete cost trellis for cost framework , and let g be any depth n
vertex with (g) = s. Then the reduced trellis T (r; g) is biproper, and hence the minimal
trellis for M(s). In other words, the minimal trellis for an MFC code de ned with respect
to a given cost framework can by obtained from the complete cost trellis simply by deleting
all vertices that are not essential with respect (r; g).
For example, the solid edges of Fig. 5 constitute the minimal trellis for the (7,4) Hamming code. This method of constructing trellises for linear block codes was also used by
Bahl, al. [5] and by Wolf [6]. Another example is given in Fig. 6, in which the solid edges
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Figure 5: The complete cost trellis for a (7,4) Hamming code. Horizontal edges have label `0';

diagonal edges have label `1'. Vertices at the same horizontal level have the same intermediate
cost, as indicated. Dotted edges are those not included in any path from r to the vertex at
depth 7 with cost 000.
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Figure 6: The complete cost trellis for binary 7-tuples with Hamming weight symbol cost.

Horizontal edges have label `0'; diagonal edges have label `1'. Vertices at the same horizontal
level have the same intermediate cost, as indicated. Dotted edges are those not included in any
path from r to the vertex at depth 7 with cost 3.
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Figure 7: The complete cost trellis (up to length 4) for permutation codes over the alphabet
fa; b; cg, with intermediate costs labeled. Edges are labeled as shown in the inset.
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Figure 8: A portion of the complete cost trellis for integer four-tuples with i(x) = x2.
Horizontal edges have label `0'; diagonal edges of slope 1 and 4 represent parallel edges with
labels 1 and 2, respectively.
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Figure 9: (a) Intersection of Hamming code minimal trellis with complete xed weight trellis.

(b) Reduced biproper trellis for Hamming codewords of weight 3. Solid edges are labeled `0',
dashed edges are labeled `1'.
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Figure 10: Obtaining a trellis description for the intersection of two codes.
constitute the minimal trellis for binary 7-tuples of Hamming weight 3. Minimal trellises
for other MFC codes can be extracted from Figs. 6{8.

Example 11 (A Product Cost Framework) As a nal example, Fig. 9(a) shows a subtrellis
of the complete cost trellis associated with the product of the cost frameworks of Examples 7
and 8. Shown are the trellis edges contributing to paths that achieve zero syndrome, and
Hamming weight w. The words of minimum Hamming weight form an MFC code, the
minimal trellis of which is shown in Fig. 9(b).

The trellis corresponding to the intersection of MFC codes as in Example 11 can also
be constructed using a generalization of the trellis product (sometimes called the Shannon
product) de ned in [1, 17]. Instead of adding edge labels in the product trellis as in the
trellis construction for linear codes [1], simply map the product of two edges as follows:
(v; a; v0)  (w; b; w0) 7! (vw; ab; v0w0). The resulting trellis describes the code obtained by
interleaving the codes corresponding to the trellises being multiplied. The trellis describing
the intersection of the two codes can be obtained rst by deleting all edges that are not
labelled with a repeated symbol, and then by deleting all remaining edges that are not
included in a path from r to g. The repeated label xx is then mapped back to x. Fig. 10
illustrates this procedure for two length-four binary linear codes.
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VI Conclusions
The main result of this paper is Theorem 5 which states that every maximal xed-cost
code is rectangular, and hence admits a biproper trellis presentation. The converse is also
true: Theorem 6 states that, corresponding to every rectangular code C , there is a cost
framework such that C is an MFC code with respect to this cost framework.
Many examples of useful objects in coding theory, like linear codes, subcodes of constant weight, permutation codes, shells of constant weight in an integer lattice, etc., are
MFC codes, and hence are rectangular. These codes have unique minimal trellis presentations, and the minimal trellis minimizes a variety of trellis complexity measures, including
edge count, vertex count, and Viterbi decoding complexity. No doubt, by choosing an
appropriate cost framework, many other examples of interesting and useful codes can be
shown to be rectangular.
Trellises for maximal xed-cost codes are useful for the insight they give into the structure of the codes that they describe. The trellises may also be useful for such tasks such
as error detection (testing a sequence for membership in a code), decoding, sequence detection, and encoding. Schalkwijk's indexing scheme for permutation codes [18] and other
indexing schemes known in the literature on combinatorial algorithms [19, Ch. 13] can be
viewed as being trellis-based. Such schemes are used to compute bijections between integers and trellis paths and hence codewords. The \shell-mapping" algorithm [20, 21, 22, 23]
incorporated in the V.34 modem standard can also be viewed as a trellis-based indexing
scheme.
An interesting avenue for possible future work in this area is to extend the cost framework approach to sequence codes. This could be done, for example, by admitting sequences
achieving a range of intermediate costs at any particular trellis depth. Many interesting sequence codes (for example, codes with a bounded running digital sum) would t naturally
into such a framework.
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Appendix A. A Converse Theorem
We prove that for every rectangular code C of length n there exists a cost framework
(; ; S ) with right-cancellative semigroup S , so that C = M (s) is an MFC code for some
xed element s 2 S .
Let T = (V; E; A) be the reduced biproper trellis presentation for C , and, for d 2 [1; n],
let Ld = f`(e) : d(f (e)) = d; e 2 E g be the set of labels that occur on edges incident to
vertices with depth d. Let N = [1; n]. De ne the map wd : Ld ! Ld  N by wd(a) = (a; d).
S
Let wd(Ld ) = fwd(a) : a 2 Ld g. Let D = nd=1 wd(Ld); e ectively, D is the disjoint union
of the Ld. De ne the projection map  : D ! A by (a; d) = a and the projection map
 : D ! N by (a; d) = d. These maps return, respectively, the label and depth in T of an
element of D.
Let D be the free monoid generated by D, i.e., the set of nite length strings with
symbols from D, closed under concatenation of strings. The identity in D is the empty
string .
Elements of D are called words. In D , if w = xy, then x is said to be a pre x of w
and y is said to be a sux of w. The length of (i.e., number of symbols of D contained in)
a word w is denoted by jwj. We have jj = 0, and for all x; y 2 D , jxyj = jxj + jyj. A word
x = x1x2    xm of length m is said to have subword x[i; j ] = xixi+1    xj if 1  i  j  m.
Two subwords x[a; b] and x[c; d] of a word x are disjoint if b < c or d < a.
A word w = a1a2    ak of length k has label string (w) = (a1)(a2)    (ak ) and
depth sequence (w) = ((a1); (a2); : : : ; (ak )). We have (xy) = (x)(y) and (xy) =
((x); (y)). We say that a word w of length d  n is a \codeword past" (and write, by
abuse of notation, that w 2 Pd(C )) if (w) 2 Pd (C ) and (w) = (1; 2; : : : ; d). Recall from
Section III.B that since T is proper, a codeword past p 2 Pd (C ) determines a path from
r to a unique vertex v(p) at depth d in T . Similarly, for a word w such that w 2 Pd (C ),
de ne v(w) = v((w)).
A replaceable subword (RS) of a word is a subword x~ of length d such that x~ 2 Pd (C ).
A maximal RS of a word x is an RS of maximal length, i.e., an RS x~ = x[i; j ] with j = jxj
or x[i; j + 1] not an RS. If x~1 and x~2 are distinct maximal replaceable subwords of x, then
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x~1 and x~2 are disjoint.
We de ne a relation on words as follows. For words = 1 2 3 and = 1 2 3, write
R ( \is replaceable by" ) if there exists w 2 D such that 2w 2 C and 2w 2 C .
In other words, R if 2 and 2 are codeword pasts with v( 2) = v( 2). (Necessarily
j 2j = j 2j, so j j = j j.)
If = then R (set 1 = , and 2 = 3 =  in the previous paragraph) so R is
re exive. Furthermore, R is symmetric, i.e., if R then R . If R then ( ) = ( ).

Lemma 1 If x[i; j ] is a maximal RS of x, and xRy, then y[i; j ] is a maximal RS of y, and
v(x[i; j ]) = v(y[i; j ]).

Proof. Suppose xRy, then x = 1 2 3, y = 1 2 3, with 2 and 2 replaceable
subwords and v( 2) = v( 2). Let a = j 1j + 1 and b = jxj ? j 3j. Then 2 = x[a; b].
If j < a or i > b, x[i; j ] = y[i; j ], so y[i; j ] is an RS of y, with v(x[i; j ]) = v(y[i; j ]).
Otherwise, we must have a = i, so x[i; j ] = 2w and y[i; j ] = 2w for some w. Since
v( 2) = v( 2), we have, in any proper trellis, v( 2w) = v( 2w), as illustrated in Fig. 11.
Therefore, since x[i; j ] is an RS of x, y[i; j ] is an RS of y.
Now, if j = jyj, then y[i; j ] is maximal. If j < jyj, let e = y[j + 1; j + 1], and note
that x[j + 1; j + 1] = e also. If y[i; j ]e is an RS, then so must be x[i; j ]e, contradicting the
maximality of x[i; j ]. So y[i; j ]e is not an RS and hence y[i; j ] is maximal.

r

2

w

2

Figure 11: A subgraph of T .
The proof of Lemma 1 shows that a replacement `involves' exactly one maximal RS of
a word, with all other maximal RS's left unchanged. More precisely, suppose xRy, and
let RS (x) = f[i1; j1]; : : :; [im; jm]g denote the set of intervals corresponding to maximal
replaceable subwords of a word x. The proof of Lemma 1 implies that for at most one value
of k is x[ik; jk ] 6= y[ik; jk ]. Furthermore, denote by RS (x) = fk 2 [1; jxj]; k 62 [RS (x)g
the complement of RS (x) relative to [1; jxj]. Then for all k 2 RS (x), x[k; k] = y[k; k], i.e.,
substrings that are not part of a maximal RS are not changed by a replacement.
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For words
deduction)

and , we will write

=R

if there exists a nite sequence (called a

R 1; 1R 2; : : : ; k?1R
of replacements which \transform" to . If =R , then j j = j j and ( ) = ( ). It
is easy to verify that the relation `=R' is an equivalence relation on D . In fact, =R is a
congruence on D , since, for all x; y; z 2 D with x =R y, we have xz =R yz and zx =R zy.
The discussion following the proof of Lemma 1 implies the following.

Lemma 2 x =R y if and only if, for all intervals [i; j ] 2 RS (x), x[i; j ]Ry[i; j ], and for all
k 2 RS (x), x[k; k] = y[k; k].
De ne (x) = fy 2 D : x =R yg to be the equivalence class containing x. Let D=(=R )
denote the set of equivalence classes. For X; Y 2 D =(=R), take x 2 X and y 2 Y and
de ne X  Y = (xy). This operation is well de ned, since if x1 =R x and y1 =R y then,

using the fact that =R is a congruence, xy =R x1y =R x1y1 =R xy1, so all these elements
de ne the same equivalence class. We let S = (D=(=R); ); then S is a semigroup.

Theorem 8 S is right-cancellative.
Proof. It is enough to show that X  (z ) = Y  (z ) implies X = Y , where z is a
word of length one. Take x 2 X and y 2 Y ; then xz =R yz. We must show that that
x =R y. By Lemma 2, (xz)[i; j ]R(yz)[i;j ] for all [i; j ] 2 RS (xz), and if k 2 RS (xz), then
(xz)[k; k] = (yz)[k; k].
If z is not the sux of a maximal RS of xz of length > 1, then RS (x)  RS (xz), so
x[i; j ]Ry[i; j ] for all [i; j ] 2 RS (x). For k < jxzj, x[k; k] = y[k; k]. Therefore, by Lemma 2
x =R y.
Suppose now that z is the the sux of a maximal RS x~ of xz of length > 1, so x~ = z.
By Lemma 1, z is the sux of a maximal RS y~ of y, so y~ = z, and v( z) = v( z). But
since T is co-proper, this implies v( ) = v( ), and therefore, R . All other maximal
replaceable subwords of xz are also maximal replaceable subwords of x; therefore x =R y.
We have constructed a right cancellative semigroup S . For any element a 2 A, let
i(a) = (a; i). De ne the map ! : C ! D by !(c1c2    cn) = (c1; 1)(c2; 2)    (cn; n) and
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let s = (!(c)) for some codeword c 2 C .
For u 2 C , we have !(u) =R !(c), so (!(u)) = (!(c)) = s; hence C  M (s). On
the other hand, for any u 2 M (s), we have !(u) =R !(c), so v(u) = v(c) and hence
u 2 C (T ) = C . Therefore M (s)  C . We conclude that M (s) = C , and that C is an MFC
code.
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